
                                                                    

         December 8th, 2020  

         Re: A NHI PUBLIC UPDATE - TO U.S. SEC JOBS ACT EDGAR FILING, INVESTORS & JOINT VENTURE PARTNERS 

Our Company, NHI Nash Holdings, Inc. is a filed New York State “C” Corporation and one of the first 
U.S. companies to file with and in participation with the U.S.Congressional JOBS ACT, required filing to 
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission with Regulation D, 506C “General Solicitation”.  We 
stand proud and to take a stand against white collar financial criminals, fake banking instruments 
promoters and sharing education to others, regarding AML/anti-money laundering transparencies and 
plans to work with top investigative government and private agencies to troll and lure these national 
and international BAD ACTORS for arrest, indictment and prosecution.    
 
These terrible BAD ACTORS prey on honest businesses and private citizens worldwide by preying on 
the honest persons feelings and inexperience’s, in yearly theft for millions of dollars.  NHI will focus 
on two main areas, one; fraudulent scammers that offer false/fake banking instruments and trading 
platforms in the form of letters of credit, bank guarantees using computers to copy bank 
logos/structures creating fraudulent documents, fake websites, all to lure honest persons to pay 
upfront consulting fees and then disappearing without fear, to only start over with a new victim. 
 
The second is with education and promoting transparencies favorable to AML/anti-money laundering 
regulations with a NHI layered plan both national and international, which must and will be 
addressed, confronted, and combating these BAD ACTORS.  NHI is doing our part and will continue to 
accelerate in this area, with successfully contacting, with positive feedback of several retired U.S. FBI 
agents that we anticipate, will join one of our NHI Advisory Board(s) to assist our Team with arresting 
these financial criminals.  We have also succeeded with making communications with the U.S. DOJ 
and top Executives of AAA/American Arbitration Association in hopes of finding additional options 
with fighting worldwide financial crimes, including the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s 
many layered investigative criminal enforcement divisions and avenues.  Another target of 
cooperation will be with worldwide government consulate ambassadors, United Nations and related. 
 
Why?  We have wasted valuable time and lost assets to such criminals and not finding any private 
businesses standing up to these criminals and with only limited government investigations plagued 
with political wavering within Congress not funding additional required agents to investigate such 
criminals in a serious manner.  Also, fake lotteries that prey on our elderly for years with no strong 
solution of stopping these lottery criminals, we will anticipate exposing them as well, step by step. 
 
We plan on working with President Elect Joe Biden’s Administration, all U.S. Congressional leaders, 
NY State government leaders, the ACLU/American Civil Liberties Union, and other agencies.  We also 
will be working to make serious contact and acceleration with Biden’s business leaders and our 
justice department’s newly appointed prosecutors to play a positive role for NHI as well.   
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There are many areas we will be reaching out to in the new year with government strategies for 
economic growth, international governments, associations, international justice agencies, our U.S. 
Federal Banking, U.S. Treasury, World Banking, Central Banking, International Monetary Fund, 
United Nations Fund, FBI, Interpol, U.S. Homeland Security and other such agencies-associations.   
 

NHI strongly believes all companies should pay at least five to ten percent on state/federal taxes 
making the nation economically stronger.  It is better to offset tax rates with charitable 
contributions, but NOT with illegal offshore shell tax diversions, paying zero tax rates, which most 
large businesses and private wealth persons have been doing for decades, we also believe in a flat 
tax across the board for all citizens no matter what your income or wealth may be. 
 

We anticipate investing in the fully regulated governmental digital banking, like the fully 
transparent Coinbase with their subsidiaries like USDC and USD Coin, a stable coin fully backed by 
the US dollar and developed by the CENTRE consortium.  Coinbase customers with US dollar 
accounts may exchange 1 USDC for one US@1.00 dollar, (and vice versa) on Coinbase in 
jurisdictions where USDC support is available.  Also growing and educating ourselves with all 
aspects of the U.S. founded SWIFT.com digital services in Brussels, Belgium. 
 

Finalizing this update, our Company is now in a new JVA/Joint Venture Agreement with several 
valued Partners.  One that is over a four year relationship with face to face meetings in the UAE 
for anticipated full representation, with this Partner, who is fully approved/mandated with 
ADNOC/Abu Dhabi National Oil Corporation where NHI has been invited to be the North American 
marketing partner for, with this Partner.  The relationship with ADNOC will only be through this 
Partner for it is their mandate.  We anticipate using fully regulated, clear of all incumbencies and 
liens, as to anti-money laundering regulations with banking instruments, for our success in the 
trade of products with our UAE Partner, who is close and respected by the UAE Royal Families 
that controls ADNOC. 
 

We have signed a JVA with a Partner who themselves, their immediate family and extended 
family are top financial planners, investors, and lawyers in London UK.  Our Partner studied and 
received their degrees at NYU/New York University Manhattan and together we will receive and 
place into our private top banking accounts, letters of credit(s), bank guarantee(s) and related 
banking instruments/notes to leverage for NHI and our Partners, continuing additional valuation.  
 

We have another JVA that promises international mandates for North American representations 
with precious metals and very large banking strategies; with this Partner who has been aware and 
following NHI’s successes and serious leadership with standing up to financial crimes being a clear 
path with responsibility being a main concern in their eyes, anticipating a another successful 
valued acceleration with this Partner as well. 
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These and additional ventures, including all you may view on our website, we will accelerate with 
our ongoing successes in the coming weeks, and into 2021.  The loosening of international 
pandemic quarantines and lessening travel restrictions will be a plus, as well as, the pending 
vaccine distributions, we optimistically feel by the end of January and early February 2021 it will be 
safer for required travels of our Team Executives and Partners. 
 

This update will be uploaded to the EDGAR communications system required for participating filers 
adding essential information for public view and to update our Regulation D, 506C Jobs Act filing 
with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.  This update will also be added to our social 
media accounts and to our exciting website www.nashholdingsinc.com  or short easy memory link  
www.nhi.one the same website.  Our NHI formal future press releases are anticipated promptly, 
including NASDAQ TOWER video screen in NYC Times Square Broadway for BIG POP IMPACT video 
releases, as we have done in the past, view on our website. 
 

Thank you for updating yourself and learning more about our Company, NHI NASH HOLDINGS, INC., 
and have a Happy Holiday Season and a Happy New Year in 2021. 
 
 

Best Regards – Stay Safe,   

 

Robert J. Nash 
Chairman / CEO 
NHI Nash Holdings, Inc. 
 
 

NHI: We are a supporter of corporate responsibility, a member of the CRA on Wall St. and their Annual Commit!Forum,  NYSE EURONEXT, 

NASDAQ and many events on the “Trading Floor” of both of these prestigious U.S. stock exchanges including “ringing bell ceremonies” - 

past corporate members since 2011; a 2012-2015 Featured GOLD Member Company with the CRA/Commit!Forum.   We believe we are the 

first NY state company and one of the first national companies, to file with the U.S. Congressional JOBS ACT, participate with the U.S. 

Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) for our Regulation D 506 C “General Solicitation” now in our PRE-IPO, making history with the 

leadership of the U.S. Congress with anticipation to add Regulation C “Crowdfunding” for a side by side filing with the SEC.  NHI is also 

registered with “START-UP NY” a NY Governor program, including university incubators and business.  NHI has launched NOMAD 

EXPLORATION July 2018 for Gold and other precious metals development.   May 2019,  P3P, Inc. is our Business Development Incubator.  

January 2020 NHI has received approvals with Providers active in the World & Central Banking of Fresh Cut SBLCs 100% Cash Backed one of 

our Provider’s is a Top 100 FTSE UK Corporation direct to this and other providers with our direct relationship anticipating NHI offices in 

Munich, Berlin, Hamburg, Frankfurt, Switzerland, France and UK.  DBA -  Nash Holdings and we are filed in the State of NY as a “C” 

Corporation under the name of “NHI NASH HOLDINGS, INC.” STANDING UP TO BAD ACTORS especially in worldwide financial banking 

crimes with educating process to others for ANTI MONEY LAUNDERING/AML. 
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